Background {#Sec1}
==========

An increasing number of studies in clinical research and epidemiology are collecting repeated biomarker measurements during follow-ups of subjects with various conditions or diseases. These longitudinal measurements, referred to as trajectories, are often used for patient monitoring. Sometimes, changes in biomarker values over time may also have a diagnostic or prognostic value. One example is the monitoring of Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) to diagnose relapse of prostate cancer \[[@CR1]\]. Another example is the monitoring of creatinine phosphokinase to check the condition of kidney-transplant patients \[[@CR2]\]. Frequently, establishing a diagnosis with these repeated measurements uses a threshold value or comparisons between successive values (e.g., three successive increases or decreases). However, due to biological variability, a single biomarker value, or even a small number of successive values, may not be sufficiently reliable to establish a diagnosis. The whole trajectory may contain more information regarding diagnosis than a limited section of this trajectory. Moreover, the trajectory modeling process removes irrelevant fluctuations and may provide reliable information for diagnosis \[[@CR1]\].

The adequate modeling of longitudinal data in a group of individuals varies according to the type of heterogeneity considered and the goal of the study. Mixed-effect models assume that individual trajectories are distributed around a single mean trajectory and that variability between individuals is normally distributed. However, summing up a sample of trajectories into a single one is not appropriate when there are really different patterns of trajectories; i.e., trajectories of various levels or shapes. In this case, the variability between individuals is not normally distributed. The use of classification models allows identifying *G* different typical trajectories and classifying the subjects according to these typical latent trajectories. Each typical trajectory being associated with a single group, it is hoped that these groups are linked, for example, to the diagnosis or the prognosis of the disease of interest.

The classical unsupervised classification approaches search for a partition of the trajectories that maximizes a geometric inertia criterion based on a given distance metric; they require, among other conditions, that measurements be taken on a regular basis, which is not always possible. The use of model-based classification methods overcomes this difficulty \[[@CR3]\]: the data are viewed as stemming from a model that is parametric over time and whose parameter values vary from one group to another. The observed individual trajectories are thus analyzed by fitting a model and then classifying the trajectories into the most compatible, though latent, groups identified by the model. The estimation of the model parameters and the classification of the trajectories are performed jointly.

To define the typical group trajectories, model-based clustering relies often on non-parametric methods over time \[[@CR4]\], splines, polynomials, or wavelet-based functions \[[@CR5]\]. These methods are essentially descriptive and do not reflect the underlying biological mechanisms whereas the progression toward a disease is often linked to disturbances of a biological system. Herein, these methods are called non-biological methods. One alternative to these non-biological models could be the compartment models commonly used in pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics \[[@CR6]\]; they constitute a compromise between a true biological model and a purely descriptive model, and are called herein "biological" compartment models. Compartment models tell the changes in biomarker quantities in different theoretical compartments of the body from entry to elimination through hepatic and/or renal pathways. The exchanges between compartments may be modeled by differential equations. These equations are parameterized by a set of kinetic parameters and transfer constants, which may be interpreted in biological and physiological terms. As these models reflect the functioning of biological mechanisms, it is likely that the classification obtained will be more linked to diagnosis or prognosis than a classification obtained by a non-biological modeling.

The aim of the present article is the presentation of a method developed to classify and model individual trajectories by integrating knowledge about physiology \--through biological compartment models\-- in order to find groups that make biological sense. The illustrative example deals with measurements of human Chorionic Gonadotrophic hormone (hCG) in women having undergone curettage or suction to evacuate a hydatidiform mole, a benign placental tumor developed during pregnancy. These hCG measurements are used for early detection of women who are most likely to develop gestational trophoblastic neoplasia (GTN) \[[@CR7]\]. A compartment classification model of hCG trajectories is proposed. The resulting classification is eventually compared with the current reference diagnostic criteria.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

A semi-mechanistic model for hCG data {#Sec3}
-------------------------------------

### The data about hCG after curettage {#Sec4}

The present study involved women registered to the French Trophoblastic Disease Reference Center (TDRC, Lyon, France) from January 1st, 2010 to December 31st, 2012, and who underwent curettage for hydatidiform mole \[[@CR8]\]. After curettage, the women should be followed-up with weekly measurements of total hCG until undetectable levels, then during 2 or 3 weeks for partial moles, or monthly during 6 months for complete moles. Curettage is usually followed by a spontaneous total evacuation of the mole in the best-case scenario. However, up to 25 % of women keep persistent molar residuals after curettage \[[@CR9]\], which may lead to GTN, and to trophoblastic gestational tumor in 15 % of cases.

The data come from a French registry. According to the current French law, an observational study that does not change routine management of patients does not need to be declared or submitted to the opinion of a research ethics board (Loi Huriet-Sérusclat 88--1138, 20 December 1988). However, informed consent was obtained from all participating subjects.

For the present analysis, the objective being an early diagnosis of GTN, the time-interval after curettage was restricted to 21 days. We kept for analysis only data on women who had at least two hCG measurements and who underwent no other curettage during these 21 days. Among the 1053 women thus kept, 155 (14.7 %) were diagnosed with GTN after 21 days according to the Federation of Gynecology and Obstetrics (FIGO) criteria considered here as a gold standard \[[@CR10]\]; these women are qualified as diseased thereafter and opposed to the other non-diseased women.

After curettage, there is usually an exponential two-phase decline of hCG, possibly followed by an increase in the diseased group (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Initial hCG level differences between women may depend on the initial size and vascularization of the mole, on some women characteristics \[[@CR7]\], and even on measurement errors.Fig. 1Trajectories of log-hCG values in diseased (*left*) and non-diseased (*right*) women after hydatidiform mole curettage

### The biological compartment model {#Sec5}

After curettage, it is assumed that hCG hormone diffuses into the blood stream (the plasma compartment or Compartment 1) as a bolus, then hCG passes from plasma to tissues (Compartment 2). During this early fast phase, hCG plasma concentration declines until equilibrium is reached. This mutual exchange between plasma and tissues may be represented by transfer constants *k*~*12*~ and *k*~*21*~ (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). During a second slower phase of elimination, hCG is filtered by the kidneys and captured by the liver, which are in equilibrium with plasma \[[@CR11]\]. This elimination may be represented by an elimination constant *k*~*10*~. The above-mentioned bi-exponential decrease is consistent with a two-compartment model.Fig. 2The two-compartment model for log-hCG values

Moreover, there could be a residual hCG production (e.g., in case of GTN). Two hypotheses were made regarding this residual production: a constant hCG production over time, expressed as *r*(*t*) = *A*, or an increasing production over time due to the GTN growth, expressed as *r*(*t*) = *A × t*.

The biological compartment model shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} can be converted into a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE):$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where *μ*~*1*~*(t)* and *μ*~*2*~*(t)* are the hCG concentrations at time *t* in plasma and tissues, respectively. We define **C** = \[*A*, *k*~*12*~, *k*~*21*~, *k*~*10*~, *μ*~*10*~\] as the set of parameters that characterizes the model and where *μ*~*10*~ = *μ*~*1*~*(0)* corresponds to the initial hCG plasma concentration. The initial concentration in the tissues was constrained to be zero, first because it was not observed, then to limit the number of parameters to estimate. All parameter values were constrained to be positive.

To assess the advantage of a biological compartment model, we tested a non-biological model. The hCG plasma concentration was modeled by a simple bi-exponential equation; thus, without taking into account the biological hypotheses:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We define **C\'** = \[*c*, *a*, *c*~*2*~, *a*~*2*~\] as the set of parameters that characterizes Eq. 2. This bi-exponential model has been already used to model hCG values in women with low risks of gestational trophoblastic neoplasia treated with methotrexate \[[@CR12]\]. It is also a common model for biomarkers in oncology; for example, for modeling the changes in prostate specific antigen after prostate cancer treatment \[[@CR13], [@CR14]\]. This model is more flexible than linear segments models that are also frequently used in oncology \[[@CR15]\]. Other more sophisticated models could have been designed (e.g., tri-exponential models) but we focused on models with reasonable numbers of parameters because of the small number of measurements per subject (median of 3, min-max: 2--6).

The constraints put on the group-dependent parameters of the biological compartment model could not be put on the parameters of the non-biological model. In fact, in the biological model, the parameters can be grouped into parameters that reflect the normal functioning of the organism (*k*~*12*~, *k*~*21*~, *k*~*10*~) and do not change between groups and parameters that can be impacted by GTN (*A*, *μ*~*10*~) and that may change between groups. In the non-biological model, a residual hCG production due to GTN can impact both slope parameters (*a* and *a*~2~). Moreover, because the intercepts are correlated with the slopes, the residual hCG production can also impact *c* and *c*~2~ parameters. Hence, there is no reason for these parameters to be identical in the four groups. This is why no constraints were put on the group-dependent parameters of the non-biological model.

### The measurement error model {#Sec6}

After modeling the changes in biomarker concentration through fitting a biological compartment model, the *j*^th^ measurement of individual *i* at time *t*~*ij*~ (that is, *Y*~*ij*~) was linked to its predicted value *μ*~*1*~*(t*~*ij*~*)* at time *t*~*ij*~ by including a Gaussian measurement error with variance *σ*^*2*^ . To obtain normally distributed residuals per group, we performed a log-transformation of hCG concentrations.

The model-based classification {#Sec7}
------------------------------

### Biological compartment model for G groups {#Sec8}

It was assumed that there are *G* different groups of individuals, each group having its own set of kinetic parameters indexed by the number of the group (**C**~**g**~ for the *g*^th^ group). The clinical knowledge allowed fixing constraints to the parameters of the *G* groups. The possible development of a GTN, source of residual hCG production, was supposed not to interfere with the normal exchanges between compartments; hence, transfer constants *k*~*12*~ and *k*~*21*~ and the elimination constant *k*~*10*~ were forced to be equal in all *G* groups. The aim being distinguishing women with and without GTN, it was assumed that hCG reflects the presence of GTN only via the production term *A. A* was constrained to be zero in the group with the lowest levels of hCG (assuming no GTN in this group) and left free to vary in the other groups. The initial concentration *μ*~*10*~ was also considered group-dependent.

In the non-biological model, the vectors of parameters **C\'**~**g**~ were left without constraints between the *G* groups.

Two different kinds of models were tested: models with a constant residual variance (*σ*^*2*^) and models with a residual variance for each *G* group (*σ*~*g*~^*2*^). Herein, **α**~**g**~ = \[**C**~**g**~**,***σ*^*2*^~*g*~\] denotes the parameters that characterizes the typical trajectory and the residual variance of the *g*^th^ group.

### Classification algorithm {#Sec9}

In classification modeling, the inter-individual variability is taken into consideration through identifying groups of women with similar trajectories as described by *G* sets of parameters **α**~**g**~. Let **z**~**i**~ = (*z*~*i1*~, ..., *z*~*ig*~, ..., *z*~*iG*~) where *z*~*ig*~ = 1 when individual *i* is assigned to group *g*, otherwise = 0. In a classification maximum likelihood approach (CML) \[[@CR16]\], the aim is to estimate **z**~**i**~ and **α**~**g**~ by maximizing *ℓ*~*c*~, the augmented log-likelihood of the observations, also called classification log-likelihood:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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where **Y**~*i*~ is the vector of measurements of individual *i, π*~*g*~ the prior probability that any individual belongs to the *g*^th^ group \--constrained by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\displaystyle \sum_{g=1}^G{\pi}_g=1} $$\end{document}$ \-- and *f*~*g*~ the density function of **Y**~*i*~ in the *g*^th^ group governed by the set of parameters **α**~**g**~. Here, according to the proposed measurement error model, *f*~*g*~ is a multivariate Gaussian distribution with a diagonal variance-covariance matrix. This makes the implicit assumption that, conditionally to the group membership, all the residuals of a single individual are independent. Maximizing this function according to **z**, **α**, and ***π*** is very difficult. However, as proposed by Celeux and Govaert \[[@CR17]\], an iterative algorithm called Classification Expectation Maximization (CEM) algorithm can be used. This algorithm is close to the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm \[[@CR18]\]. The parameter values are first initialized. Then, the algorithm alternates between three steps. First, the posterior probabilities for a trajectory to belong to the different groups \--given the parameter values that define the groups\-- are calculated using Bayes Theorem (E-step). Each individual trajectory is then classified into the group for which it has the maximum posterior probability; this leads to the determination of the values of **z** (C-step). Then, parameters **α**~**g**~ and *π*~*g*~ of the groups are estimated by maximum likelihood according to the just estimated **z** values (M-step).

For the first iteration, it is also possible to provide an initial classification of individuals instead of parameter values. In this case, the algorithm begins with M-step.

The three steps (estimation, classification, and maximization) are repeated until a stopping criterion is satisfied. This criterion was a relative difference in *ℓ*~*c*~ between two successive iterations lower or equal to 10^−6^ \[[@CR19]\].

There is though no guarantee that the CEM algorithm can reach the global maximum of the classification likelihood function because this depends on the initial values \[[@CR17]\]. To help the CEM algorithm find the global maximum, it was initialized using the results from a stochastic version (called the Stochastic Expectation Maximization or SEM algorithm) run over 100 iterations \[[@CR20]\]. The SEM algorithm differs from the CEM algorithm only by the fact that, during the C-step, the individual trajectories are not classified into groups that correspond to the maximum posterior probabilities but classified randomly according to the posterior probabilities of membership; i.e., according to a multinomial trial. The initialization of the CEM algorithm is thus provided with the best parameter estimates that correspond to the maximal value of *ℓ*~*c*~ over the 100 iterations of the SEM algorithm. The use of SEM and CEM algorithms successively was shown to avoid sub-optimal solutions \[[@CR17]\]; this is because the random part of the SEM algorithm avoids being trapped in a local maximum.

The sensitivity of the results to the initial conditions as provided by the SEM was then tested through different initial allocations of individuals at the first iteration with the CEM algorithm. The classification obtained after changing the initial allocations of 10 individuals per group was compared with the original classification.

### Adaptation of CEM algorithm to a system of ODE {#Sec10}

Maximizing the classification log-likelihood requires the values of the predicted concentrations of the biomarker for any individual given **C**~**g**~. However, Eq. 1 is not a closed-form function of time; thus, obtaining *μ*~*1g*~*(t)* given **C**~**g**~ requires the solution of a system of ODE. For some simple systems of ODE, there are analytical solutions for each compartment, but this was not the case of the system analyzed here. Hence, numerical approximated solutions of the system of ODE were required.

Function lsoda of the deSolve package under R software \[[@CR21]\] was used herein. It selects the appropriate multistep method of solving (Adam's methods or backward differentiation formulas) and its order *n* depending on the nature of the problem (stiff or not) \[[@CR22]\]. The absolute error tolerance for the approximated solutions was set to 10^−6^. During each iteration of the CEM algorithm, the solving of the system of ODE is necessary for both estimation and maximization steps.

The M-step involves non-linear regression through the maximization of the classification log-likelihood (Eq. 3). This was done with a Gauss-Newton algorithm that updates iteratively the parameter values without requiring the computation of the second derivatives of the parameters \[[@CR23]\]. Optimization during the M-step was performed by function nls \[[@CR24]\] in R software that allows also constrained optimization. Threshold 10^−6^ was used as convergence criterion for the Gauss-Newton algorithm.

Simulations were performed to test the validity of the proposed method in estimating the parameters of a system of ODE in a classification context. The simulation design and the results are presented in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

### Choice and validation of the classification model {#Sec11}

Classification models require the choice of: i) a suitable model which best describes the biological phenomenon of interest through measurements; and, ii) a number of groups *G*.

Selecting the model and the number of groups was performed on a body of criteria. The total number of groups was fixed from two to four. Indeed, for a diagnostic purpose, at least two groups are necessary; however, more groups were considered to allow for heterogeneity between women. Classical statistical criteria were considered to select the models: the log-likelihood and the penalized log-likelihood; namely, the Bayesian information criteria (BIC), the Akaike information criterion (AIC), and the integrated classification likelihood (ICL) \[[@CR25]\]. The fitting of the models was also checked graphically. The obtained classification was compared with the true status regarding GTN as per the FIGO criteria. In case of more than two groups, the group with the highest trajectory level was considered as predictive of GTN and the other groups were considered as predictive of absence of GTN. The diagnostic accuracy features (sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values --PPV and NPV--, percentage of well-classified individuals) were calculated and also used for the choice of the model and the number of groups. A four-fold cross-validation \[[@CR26]\] was performed on the retained models to reduce the optimism in the estimation of these features of diagnostic accuracy. The cross-validation was stratified on the true status of the women.

In our application, various models were considered according to the number of groups, the residual hCG production hypotheses (constant or increasing over time), and the variance of the residuals (constant or different in each group).

Results {#Sec12}
=======

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the statistical performance criteria and the diagnostic accuracy features of the models tested after initialization through SEM. The log-likelihood, the penalized log-likelihood criteria (BIC, AIC, and ICL), and the global percentage of correctly classified women improved along with the number of groups whatever the constraint on the residual variance. This confirmed the presence of heterogeneity between women with residual hCG production after curettage. Hence, models with four groups were preferred. Models with a constant residual variance between groups tended to give higher PPVs than models with different residual variances; however, the former tended to give smaller NPVs. Models with constant residual variance provided also better specificities than models with varying residual variance because they classified fewer women in the upper group of hCG level, which was considered predictive of GTN. Regarding parsimony, the models that considered different residual variances between groups did not improve the classification.Table 1Statistical criteria and diagnostic accuracy of the fitted modelsVariance^a^GModel^b^Log- likelihoodBICAICICLSensitivity (%)Specificity (%)PPV (%)NPV (%)Classification rate (%)^c^Group sizes^d^σ^2^4A−486198369751965636.196.865.989.887.8110-460-398-85σ^2^4A *×* t−493299979892979443.994.959.790.787.4112-439-388-114σ^2^3A−510510300102331017455.591.352.492.286.0256-633-164σ^2^3A *×* t−511710324102571019656.890.350.392.485.4245-633-175σ^2^2A−551711098110501102676.873.733.594.874.2698-355σ^2^2A *×* t−550911084110351101174.277.736.594.677.2738-315σ~g~ ^2^4A−455292419138888665.286.545.593.583.4153-324-354-222σ~g~ ^2^4A *×* t−469995359432923661.379.033.592.276.4329-379-61-329σ~g~ ^2^3A−492499549875974974.279.138.094.778.3292-459-303σ~g~ ^2^3A *×* t−492399519872974871.680.438.794.379.1298-468-287σ~g~ ^2^2A−551911110110551103282.664.728.895.667.3608-445σ~g~ ^2^2A *×* t−551111095110401102076.873.933.794.974.4700-353σ^2^4Non-biological−483098239701963241.995.963.790.587.9111-445-395-102^a^ *σ* for models with constant residual variances and *σ* ~g~ for models with different residual variance between groups.^b^Type of residual hCG production: constant (r(t) = A), proportional to time (r(t) = A *×* t), and non-biological model. ^c^Percentage of well-classified subjects. ^d^Number of subjects per group from the lowest to the highest hCG trajectory group

For early detection of GTN, the best compromise between model fit and good features of diagnostic accuracy was reached with two models both with four groups (summarizing distinct patterns of hCG concentration changes) and a constant variance (yielding the highest PPVs) but one with a constant and the other with an increasing residual hCG production over time.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the per-group typical trajectories with each of these models. The typical trajectory of the upper group is characterized either by an unchanged (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, left) or an increasing (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, right) hCG level after an initial exponential decrease. In both models, there were high NPVs (89.8 and 90.7 %) indicating that the physician may be nearly sure of the absence of GTN when a women is classified into one of the three lower groups. The PPVs of the highest group were respectively 65.9 and 59.7 % which indicates that the model with a constant (vs. increasing) residual hCG production would give more reliable positive tests. However, the latter model had a higher sensitivity (43.9 vs. 36.1 %).Fig. 3Observed measurements and typical trajectories with the two biological compartment models. Detailed-legend: The *solid lines* represent the typical trajectories. The *left panel* corresponds to the model with increasing residual hCG production and the *right panel* to the model with constant residual hCG production

We then tested the sensitivity of the classification to the initial conditions of the CEM algorithm by changing three times the initial classification with both selected models. With both models, the sensitivity analysis did not converge exactly to the same solution; however, only three women at the most changed groups without noticeable changes in the log-likelihood values.

The diagnostic accuracy features of both models were re-estimated by a 4-fold cross-validation. The median results over the four validations are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The cross-validated diagnostic accuracy features were close to the original ones. Hence, there was little or no optimism in the estimation of the diagnostic performances.Table 2Median values of the cross-validated diagnostic accuracy featuresModel^a^SensitivitySpecificityPPVNPVClassification rate (%)(%)(%)(%)(%)A34.997.167.089.687.9A *×* t44.694.859.490.887.4Non-biological24.693.841.687.983.6^a^Type of residual hCG production: constant (r(t) = A), proportional to time (r(t) = A *×* t), or non-biological model

We also evaluated the non-biological bi-exponential model (Eq. 2) assuming four groups. The diagnostic accuracy features were similar between each of the two biological compartment models and the non-biological model. The statistical criteria BIC and ICL were even better with the non-biological model. However, considering the results of the 4-fold cross validation shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, it appeared that the non-biological model was worse in terms of sensitivity; there was an absolute loss of more than 19 % sensitivity with regard to the model with an increasing residual hCG production. This means a loss of ability to detect diseased women. The absolute difference by more than 25 % PPV between the non-biological model and the model with a constant residual hCG production indicated that using the PPVs relative to the non-biological model would increase the probability of wrong treatments.

Finally, the results of the simulations performed to test the validity of the proposed method in estimating the parameters are given in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The global classification error rate was generally acceptable (close to 7 % for a realistic residual variance) and increased with the increase of the residual variance and the decrease of the sample size. The relative bias was generally acceptable (lower than 5 %).

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

In the present study, a model-based classification was performed with the CEM algorithm to identify typical trajectories associated with groups of individuals and assign each individual to one of these groups. Our method is applicable in presence or absence of explicit solution for the system of ordinary differential equations used to describe the trajectories. The small simulation study showed that the algorithm proposed for data classification and parameter estimation seems valid.

To our knowledge, this is one of the first applications of a model-based classification inspired by a biological model. Unlike a purely non-biological model, such as the bi-exponential model used here, a biological compartment model reflects biological facts. Indeed, in the present application, the non-biological model had the best BIC and ICL values; however, according to the cross-validation results, this model was not as satisfactory as the biological model in predicting the disease in new subjects. Contrarily to the biological compartment model, the non-biological model did not take into account the biological processes that underlie the changes in hCG level, which may explain the poor reproducibility of the features of its diagnostic accuracy. Moreover, the non-biological model might overfit the data due to the higher number of parameters compared to the biological model (20 vs. 17); this induces optimism and poor reproducibility \[[@CR27]\]. The constraints put on the group-dependent parameters of the biological compartment model might have improved the diagnostic ability of the classification; in the non-biological model, such constraints were not introduced because they were difficult to determine and justify; indeed, in this model, the parameters have no biological meaning.

Considering trajectory heterogeneity between individuals has been already proposed through the use of a non-linear mixed-effects modeling, which is common in pharmacokinetics or pharmacodynamics \[[@CR28]\], though mixed models do not lead to a classification of trajectories. Taking into account the natural heterogeneity may be also achieved through another approach with a finite mixture model, often called growth mixture model \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\]. This approach assumes that each individual trajectory is a mixture of *G* typical trajectories with weights that vary from one individual trajectory to another. However, these typical trajectories may not be clinically relevant; they are only statistical constructs that achieve a close modeling of the data. Besides, mixture models do not assign each individual trajectory to a given group during the process of parameter estimation: each individual trajectory has only a probability (or degree of membership) of belonging to a typical trajectory. Hence, it is not always possible to give a clinical meaning to a typical trajectory when it does not represent a set of individual trajectories. For diagnostic purposes, the aim is to classify the individual trajectories into a limited number of groups; thus, an alternative to mixture models is necessary.

In the method proposed here, the predicted trajectory for a given individual is the typical trajectory of the group to which this individual belongs. However, even within a group, an individual trajectory may deviate from the typical trajectory. This may be taken into account by adding a random effect within each group, combining thus a categorical variable (i.e., label *g* of the group) with intra-group heterogeneity. Within the context of mixture modeling, this approach would be similar to the one proposed by Muthén and Shedden \[[@CR32]\] and would take into account the correlation between the observations of each individual. For the time being, these observations are considered independent given the group. Adding the random effect can be implemented with Monolix, the standard software for mixed-effect modeling in a population context that uses a stochastic approximation of EM (SAEM) algorithm to simulate the unobserved individual parameters \[[@CR33]\]. The implementation of this approach needs further investigations.

Here, we have chosen for the data a Gaussian distribution per group, though various other distributions could have been used. More research is needed to work with more flexible distributions according to the assumption on the distribution of the residuals \[[@CR34]\].

CART or random forest methods could be alternatives to the proposed classification method. For example, the regression trees approach has been extended to longitudinal data \[[@CR35]\]. However, some of the implementation of these methods require the same number of measurements per subject and this was not the case in our example. Moreover, these methods require to partition the time of follow-up. In the case of a marker with very quick changes, like hCG, the results might be sensitive to this partition. This is why we used an approach with a parametric modeling of marker changes over time.

The present work used only the log-likelihood, BIC, AIC, and ICL as statistical criteria for setting the number of groups. Various other statistical criteria have been proposed for this purpose \[[@CR36]\]. Some of them have been compared in previous publications \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\] but there is no general consensus on the best criterion. Here, the use of different statistical criteria led to the same model. One general consensus is, however, that the number of groups should not be chosen only on the basis of statistical criteria but also on the notion of clinical relevance \[[@CR39]\]. Some articles or books give application guidance on choosing the number of groups \[[@CR36], [@CR40], [@CR41]\]. Here, the number of groups was chosen not only on statistical criteria but also on the diagnostic accuracy features of the models, and on the relevance of the model regarding the number of subjects per group.

In the present study, the maximum number of groups was fixed to four. In fact, a model with constant hCG production over time involving five groups led to a lower BIC than the model with four groups (9413 vs. 9836) but included a group with only 24 subjects (data not shown). With such a small group, the model was unstable and the results would have lacked reproducibility when tested by cross-validation. Regarding the computation time, more than 18 and 24 h were required for the two selected models *r(t) = A* and *r(t) = A × t*, respectively (including the SEM initialization pre-step) on an Intel Core i5. With these models, more than 95 and 98 % of the computation time was spent on the SEM step that searched for the optimal initial parameter values. It is especially necessary to prevent, as much as possible, the CEM algorithm from finding local optimum estimates because the log-likelihood has a complex expression with multiple optima. Reducing the number of SEM repetitions might not be conceivable; instead, another optimization algorithm may be used to increase the speed of convergence; e.g., the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm \[[@CR42]\] which differs from the Gauss-Newton algorithm only by the descent direction.

Regarding early detection of GTN, depending on the chosen model, the women in the highest group had 59.7 or 65.9 % probability of developing GTN. This group identified 34.9 or 44.6 % of the diseased subjects as per FIGO criteria. These percentages are obviously too low; however, in this group, the model-based classification up to day 21 would diagnoses GTN at a median of 18 days with the constant residual hCG production model and a median of 20 days with the varying residual hCG production model before the diagnosis on the current FIGO criteria.

The attainment of relatively high NPVs (close to 90 %) suggested the two selected models might help identifying women who do not require aggressive or toxic therapies, which is an important clinical benefit.

In fine, choosing between the two selected models (constant or increasing residual hCG production over time) should not be solely based on statistical criteria but consider also the whole clinical context. This goes however beyond the scope of the present article.

A three-level GTN risk classification may be also considered: i) women in the lower group (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) with a low GTN risk whose follow-up may be stopped at 21 days; ii) women in the two middle groups with an intermediate GTN risk who require an active follow-up for more than 21 days before taking the decision to treat; and, iii) women in the higher group with a high GTN risk who might be treated right after the 21 days of follow-up. Note that the lower typical trajectory is characterized by low initial hCG values; hence, the women in this group might be identified by the first hCG value \[[@CR7]\].

One should keep in mind that the diagnostic accuracy features of our method may have been underestimated because of the reliance on an imperfect gold standard (The FIGO criteria). A more reliable evaluation would have been obtained if histological proofs had been available for all women.

In the present study, we did not consider the initial type of mole because, despite pathological and clinical differences, the management of women with complete or partial mole is the same \[[@CR7]\]. However, this distinction might be beneficial because these two types do not have the same risks of developing complications: 0.5 to 9.9 % vs. 20 %, respectively \[[@CR9]\]. Further investigations on a larger sample of sujects or on the complete-mole part of the dataset are needed. A polytomous logistic regression could be coupled with the classification model to include predictors of group membership, such as the type of mole.

The present method may be applied to other clinical classification problems that involve longitudinal measurements and comply with compartment modeling. Further applications are needed to establish whether the present method that relies on compartment models leads always to more clinically useful classifications and more reproducible diagnostic accuracies than methods that rely on non-biological models.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

The use of a compartment model may give a clinical sense to specific trajectory classifications and hence be useful for diagnostic, prognostic, or therapeutic purposes. In the example of the hydatidiform mole, the application of the method to the hCG measurements led to earlier diagnoses of GTN than the classical FIGO criteria and to more reproducible results than those obtained with purely mathematical models. Applications on other examples are undeway.
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